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SECTION ONE  |  Introduction 

The Purpose of this Guidance: 

This guidance has been written for people considering entering the Tilley Awards 2020-21. The 
guidance has been designed to help you to: 

 Decide whether your project is ready to be entered into the awards 

 Put together the best possible application 

 Understand the process for submitting an application 

 Know what to expect once your entry has been submitted 

Please read this guidance very carefully as any application that does not comply with the entry 
requirements will be rejected from the competition. 

We want to provide you with as much help as possible and to this end, if you have any queries about 
your application, or the proper procedure to follow, please feel free to contact us using the details 
below: 

DARA VOICE  |  AWARDS AND EVENTS MANAGER  

0114 296 4816  |  07464 985 393 

TILLEY_AWARDS@SOUTHYORKS.PNN.POLICE.UK  

The History:  

The Tilley Awards, named after Professor Nick Tilley, were set up in 1999 by the Home Office to 
publicise the use of problem-oriented policing (POP), which provided more effective and sustainable 
solutions to police related incidents. These included crime, disorder, and public protection issues 
(such as child sexual exploitation and missing from home cases). 

The awards were held for a number of years, and were relaunched in 2018 as part of the Problem 
Solving and Demand Reduction Programme, led by South Yorkshire Police on behalf of all police 
forces across the UK. 

The awards focus on the problem solving model, SARA (Scanning-Analysis- Response-Assessment). 
The awards emphasise the skills that have proven to have real results in terms of crime and disorder 
reduction and prevention. These skills include: 

 Good and thoughtful problem analysis 

 The clear identification of the underlying causes of crime and other incidents that create 

concern for local communities 

 Implementing an evidence based response targeting victims, offenders and locations 

 Robust evaluation to identify the impact a project has had on resolving the problem.  

mailto:Tilley_Awards@southyorks.pnn.police.uk
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The SARA model is the most commonly used model, and is supported by the majority of academics 
in this field. However, other POP models are available and projects which can demonstrate each of 
the four SARA stages are eligible to enter. 

The Categories 

This year the awards will be broken down into five categories and all submitted entries must fit into 
one of them. The five categories are as follows: 

Neighbourhoods 
Applications submitted to this category must be problem-oriented projects that have been undertaken to 
address issues that are prevalent in neighbourhoods and/or local communities. 

Police Now and Student Officers 
Applications submitted to this category must be led by or have significant support of a Police Now or student 
officer or a recent graduate of a recognised police training programme (graduated after January 2019). 

Partners 
Applications submitted to this category must be either submitted by a partner agency or involve at least one 
partner agency outside of a Police Force. 

Investigations 
Submissions to this category must be led by or supported by a Professionalising Investigation Programme (PIP) 
trained investigator of level one or above. Applications are welcome from all levels of criminal investigation 
from volume to major and including both reactive and proactive investigations.  

Business Support and Volunteers 
Applications submitted to this category must be led by a business support department within a Police Force 
and/or involve volunteers to support the project. Applications from partner agencies may submit an entry to 
this category if their project uses volunteers to support the work of the project or if the project is led by 
business support.  

Applicants are able to submit their project to more than one category provided it meet the criteria 
for each category it has been submitted to. The caveats for each category are detailed in this 
document here. 
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The Process & Milestones:  

 
June-08  Awards open for submissions at 09:00 

You can submit your application online at www.problemsolvingconference.co.uk or download a word 
document form from this website and return this to Tilley_Awards@southyorks.pnn.police.uk  
 

Oct-23 Applications close at 12:00  

All applications will go to a shortlisting panel. This panel, which will be made up of people with 
specialist knowledge and experience in different fields, will individually score each of the applications 
before agreeing a final joint score. (The shortlisting panel will be independent and unaffiliated to a 
particular area to ensure they are not scoring entries for areas where conflicts of interest arise.)  

 
Dec-14 Category Shortlists Announced 

 
The ten shortlisted submissions will be sent to the final judging panel who will score the applications 
using the same criteria as the sift judges (outlined here). The highest scoring entry from each category 
will be declared on Monday 18th January 2021. 

 
Jan-18 Category Winners Announced 

The winners from each category will then present their project to the judging panel and attendees at 
the National Problem Solving Conference (dates still TBC) 

 
Feb-24 Final Judging  

The judges will score the project using good practice criteria. The audience will also be asked to score 
the finalists and they will be counted as one panel member. All the scores will then be averaged to 
determine the overall winner. Again, judges who have a vested interest in particular locations or 
organisations will not be permitted to submit scores for those entries. 

 
Feb-25 Overall Winner Announced 

The winner of the Tilley Awards 2020-21 will be announced at the Tilley Awards Gala Dinner which 
will take place at the National Problem Solving Conference. 
 

March Feedback 

Finalists will receive feedback on their project after the conference in March 2020. This will only be 
emailed to the project author and copied to the authorising representative. 

 

The Prize:  

The category winners will be invited to present at the National Problem Solving Conference[1] to 
share their learning with delegates. Senior representatives from the application author’s agency will 
be invited to attend the conference. 
 
 

http://www.problemsolvingconference.co.uk/
mailto:Tilley_Awards@southyorks.pnn.police.uk
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At the conference, the overall winner of the Tilley Awards will be announced. The winner will receive 
a trip to the 2021 Goldstein Conference in the USA[2] with entry fee to the conference paid for two 
persons.  

The annual Tilley Award title will be retained by the successful project for one year. 

The remaining finalists will all receive framed certificates for those who led the project/partnership, 
and an award for winning their category.   

Please note: 
 
[1] Conference and accommodation fees will be waived for two persons 
[2] Subject to the timing of the Goldstein Conference. Cost of flight, accommodation and entry to the conference to be 
paid by the Problem Solving and Crime Prevention Programme team for two persons. 

 

SECTION TWO  |  Entry Requirements 

The Eligibility: 

The Tilley Awards are open to any police or partner organisations supporting crime prevention or 
community safety in England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland (charities must be registered). 

Entries from partner organisations must focus on reducing demand on emergency services and/or 
follow a relevant problem solving model but projects do not necessarily need an element of police 
involvement. However, police involvement is required for a project to be eligible for the 
International Goldstein Awards. 

Some police forces hold their own internal force level competitions for problem oriented policing 
projects from which the best entries are then submitted to the Tilley Awards. Police officers 
considering submitting an application to the Tilley Awards should check with their senior 
representative, such as a Superintendent or Chief Officer, before entering the Tilley Awards to 
prevent duplicate entries about the same project. 

There are no restrictions on the number of applications that can be submitted by the individual 
agencies or organisations. 

The Conditions:  

It is a condition of entry that all final applications submitted to the Tilley Awards are authorised by a 
senior representative from each of the organisations involved in the delivery of the project. This is to 
ensure that all entries are factually correct and to prevent duplicate projects from different 
partnership agencies being submitted. 

Authors are required to confirm their application has been endorsed on the application form. A hard 
copy signature is not required for the purpose of the form. 
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Entries that are not endorsed will be returned to the author. Statements of endorsements are not 
required. However, applicants should note that a randomised sample of entries will be checked, to 
confirm that the relevant senior representative, named on the application, has seen the submission. 

The Categories 

Applications for this year’s awards can be submitted to more than one of the five categories if 
appropriate. The project must meet the criteria for each category it is submitted to. 

All applications will go through a shortlisting process to identify the winner of each category. Each 
category winner will present their projects before attendees at the National Problem Solving 
Conference, and a panel of judges who will choose an overall winner of the 2020-21 Tilley Awards. 

If an entry is successful as a finalist for more than one category, it will proceed in the category in 
which it is has received the highest ranking score from the sift judges. 

What can an entry can be about? 

Entries should be about innovative and effective problem oriented projects that have achieved 
measurable success in resolving issues faced by the police, partners and/or the community. 

To comply with the problem solving approach applications should address repeat problems or issues 
that are of key concern to police, partners and/or communities, demonstrating a sustainable and 
evaluated response. All entries must be able to clearly demonstrate they have followed the problem 
solving model i.e. scanning, analysis, response and assessment. 

The judging panel welcomes innovative projects that seek to use creative and varied responses 
provided they address all elements of the SARA model. 

Good problems for problem solving may feature:  

 Behaviours, not things e.g. shootings, not gangs 

 Tractable, not intractable e.g. marital violence, not marital breakdown 

 Patterned, not random e.g. repeat victimisation, not oil spills 

 Recurrent, not occasional e.g. high crime neighbourhood, not periodic blip 

 Community, not police management concerns e.g. village speeding, not efficient car use 

Specific examples could include: 

 Road casualties 

 Anti-social behaviour on mischief night 

 Child sexual exploitation 

 Domestic abuse 

 Repeat offending at a specific location/in a certain area 
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The Small Print 

The below applies to all applications: 

 When submitting your project into a specific category, please ensure it meets the criteria 

detailed here. Any project that does not meet the relevant criteria will be removed from 

that category.  

 Applications may be submitted to more than one category providing the criteria for each 

selected category is met. The programme team will place the submission in the category 

which gives the submission the highest chance of being selected as a finalist.  

 If your project is selected as a finalist, you agree to present it at the National Problem 

Solving Conference in February 2021. Conference fees and accommodation costs will be 

waived for two persons however; presenters are responsible for their own travel expenses. 

 Entrants are not permitted to contact any member of the judging panel for advice outside of 

the official help/advice route (detailed here). Doing so will result in your project being 

disqualified.  

 Entries submitted after 12pm on Friday 23rd October will not be accepted.  

 The judges’ decision is final and all applicants must abide by their decision. 

 All submissions must have been initiated after January 2019. If entrants would like to submit 

an older application they must be able to provide evidence that substantial development has 

been made to ensure their application is accepted into this year's submissions.  

 If applications are based on a pre-existing concept, entrants must be able to prove that 

significant adaptations have been made to make the submission valid.  

 Applications must be filled out in full to be accepted into this year's submissions. Please 

double check your submission before sending to the programme team.  

 Applications must adhere to the instructions detailed in the application form. 

 Entrants must inform all partner agencies involved in the project of their submission to avoid 

any duplication of entries. Upon submitting your application form, you confirm that you 

have informed all relevant organisations. 

 All applications must be endorsed by senior representatives from all partners covered by the 

application. It is the endorsing officer’s responsibility to ensure that the material facts of the 

application are accurate and that all other agencies who have played a role in the project 

delivery are informed of the submission. 
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 All information supplied on the application form will be made available through the Problem 

Solving & Crime Prevention Knowledge Hub page once the overall winner has been 

announced. 

 Information may be shared in a variety of formats and media and by making an entry 

applicants are confirming their acceptance of this. Authors should ensure that entries do not 

contain material that is of a sensitive nature. Any entries submitted to the competition that 

transpire to contain sensitive information may be withdrawn from the competition. 

 If removing sensitive information from your application form alters the integrity of your 

entry, please contact the programme team and we will evaluate on an individual basis. 

 Entrants can view the programme’s full privacy policy here.  

The Category Caveats  

Neighbourhoods 

 Applications submitted to this category must be problem-oriented projects that have been 

undertaken to address issues that are prevalent in neighbourhoods and/or local 

communities. 

Police Now and Student Officers  

 Applications submitted to this category must be led by or have significant support of a 

Police Now or student officer or a recent graduate of a recognised police training 

programme (graduated after January 2019). 

Partners  

 Applications submitted to this category must be either submitted by a partner agency or 

involve at least one partner agency outside of a Police Force. 

Investigations  

 Submissions to this category must be led by or supported by a Professionalising 

Investigation Programme (PIP) trained investigator of level one or above.  

 Applications are welcome from all levels of criminal investigation from volume to major and 

including both reactive and proactive investigations.  
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Business Support and Volunteers  

 Applications submitted to this category must be led by a business support department 

within a Police Force and/or involve volunteers to support the project. 

 Applications from partner agencies may submit an entry to this category if their project uses 

volunteers to support the work of the project or if the project is led by business support.  

Recordings and other media  

 Applicants can use graphs and photos to aid in explaining elements of the project, however 

other audio and visual materials such as video clips, radio adverts etc. should not be 

included. The application will be judged on the text descriptions of the project and the 

learning at each of the four stages within the SARA model. 

 Scanned newspaper clippings, posters etc. are also not permitted as a separate document 

but may be included in the body of your application. 

 Excel spreadsheets and other mediums detailing collections of data will not be accepted. 

Entrants should try to summarise this information and include in the main body of your 

application. 

Can I enter a previous project?  

 Projects that have previously been entered to Tilley Awards processes and not reached the 

shortlist or finals may be resubmitted provided additional work, or further assessment, has 

been carried out. 

Submitting projects that are part of a national policy drive/initiative 

 If you have developed a project in your area as part of addressing a national policy drive or 

initiative (such as PREVENT, National Vulnerability Action Plan) you will be required to 

explain any constraints or requirements placed upon your area when developing your 

project.  
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SECTION THREE  |  Submitting Your Application 

Where can I get an application form? 

 Entrants can submit their application online at www.problemsolvingconference.co.uk. 

Alternatively, you can download a word document application form from the same website 

and return this to Tilley_Awards@southyorks.pnn.police.uk.  

 Please note: if you intend on using the online application form, we recommend typing out 

your application on a separate word document, as the website does not have the 

functionality to save your application online.   

How do I complete the form? 

 Instructions on how to complete each section of the form can be found online on our 

website (using the link above).  

 If you have any questions about how to fill in the application form, please do not hesitate to 

contact the programme team.  

Where do I send the completed form? 

 Applications should be submitted online via the Problem Solving Conference website. Once 

you have submitted your application online, you will receive an automatic receipt once it has 

been received. 

 Word document application forms should be returned to 

Tilley_Awards@southyorks.pnn.police.uk  

 The programme team will send a formal receipt upon receiving your application within 1-2 

working day(s). If you do not receive confirmation, please contact the programme team. 

 All entries must be received by 12pm on Friday 23rd October 2020. Any entries not received 

by this date will not be eligible for the awards under any circumstances. It is the 

responsibility of the applicants to ensure that entries have been received by the deadline. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.problemsolvingconference.co.uk/
mailto:Tilley_Awards@southyorks.pnn.police.uk
mailto:Tilley_Awards@southyorks.pnn.police.uk
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SECTION FOUR  |  The Judging Criteria 

Explanation of the elements of the judging criteria 

Both the sift judges and the final judging panel are asked to score the strengths and weaknesses of 
the entry using the following criteria, which we strongly suggest you adhere to in preparing your 
entry. 

SCANNING  

 Clear, specific and realistic objectives 

 A problem of significant concern to the organisation and/or community 

 Appropriate involvement of people from the police and from other agencies in identifying 

the problem 

ANALYSIS  

 Reliable information and information sources used to analyse the problem 

 Analysis of information appropriate for the problem 

 Conclusions about the causes and underlying conditions that precipitated the problem that 

flow logically from the data 

 Analysis demonstrating knowledge about the nature and extent of the problem 

 Gaps of information identified and taken into account 

 Involvement of and contributions by all the agencies that have a stake in this problem 

identified 

RESPONSE 

 Clear relationship between the analysis and the design of the response 

 Clear reasons why this particular response was chosen over others 

 Clear partnership ownership of the response, as required by the problem 

 Planning and resource allocation as required by the proposed response 

 Difficulties identified and well managed 

 Evidence of an effective ongoing review mechanism and changes made in response to this 

process 

 Consideration of the sustainability and transferability of the response 

 Innovative measures or use of standard measures in new areas of work 
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ASSESSMENT  

 Clear use of evaluation data to both inform and improve the response 

 Evidence of whether the response achieved what was intended 

 Methods of evaluation appropriate for the evaluation question, providing some evidence of 

impact 

 Evidence of appropriate partnership involvement 

 Evaluation extending knowledge and understanding of the problem, the underlying causes 

and/or the potential solution 

Written Presentations  

An entry that is well presented and easy to read, charts and/or diagrams that are easy to 
understand, and a narrative that flows logically through the SARA process, using the right 
information to underpin the account given. 

Coherence of Project 

Signs that each stage of the project grew out of the preceding stages, for example, the response 
does actually address the problem highlighted by the analysis; the evaluation does measure what is 
important; there is some awareness of the cost-effectiveness of the project 
 

SECTION FIVE  |  The Help 

What help is available to me in writing my application form? 

The Tilley Awards programme advisors can offer free advice on preparing a submission. The 
following assistance can be provided: 

 An opinion on whether your project fits the definition of problem solving partnership 

working 

 Recommendations for collecting, analysing and presenting data relating to your project 

 An opinion on whether your project fits the category you are submitting to 

 Feedback on your draft project narrative (only one draft project narrative is permitted per 

submission) 

Applicants can send questions and draft project narratives to the programme team at 
Tilley_Awards@southyorks.pnn.police.uk. The team will anonymise the questions and drafts before 
sending to the panel of awards advisors, who are problem solving subject matter experts. 

The awards advisors will be able to provide a reasonable level of assistance to any prospective 
applicant, however this assistance will be factually based and is intended to help you better present 
the good work done by your organisation. 
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Where possible, we will endeavour to reply to your questions and provide feedback on draft project 
narratives within 4-5 working days however occasionally the wait time may be longer. We therefore 
recommend that entrants consider this if they are planning to submit a draft narrative particularly if 
it is close to the submission deadline (12pm on Friday 23rd October). 

Where can I see details of previous winners? 

You can find information on previous winners of the Tilley Awards on our Knowledge Hub page,  

https://knowledgehub.group/ 

 
Alternatively, you can find previous submissions on the Center for Problem-Oriented Policing 
website, here: 

http://www.popcenter.org/library/awards/tilley.cfm?browse=abstracts 

You may find it beneficial to see details of the International Herman Goldstein Award, which are 
closely linked to the Tilley Awards. Previous winners of this can be found here:  

http://www.popcenter.org/library/awards/goldstein/ 

 
Feedback provided on applications 

Written feedback will be emailed to the category finalists after the National Problem Solving 
Conference has concluded. The scoring system used is for internal marking purposes only and will 
not be made public. 
 
 

SECTION SIX  |  FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS  

Can I submit more than one application? 

 Yes. There is no limit on the number of applications that can be submitted from any one 
organisation.  

What happens if I miss the deadline? 

 Unfortunately, we are unable to accept applications that are submitted after 12pm on 
Friday 23rd October 2020 so please bear this in mind when submitting your application.  

Can I include appendices with my application?  

 Applicants are welcome to use graphs and photos to aid in explaining elements of the 

project, however other audio and visual materials such as video clips, radio adverts etc. 

should not be included. Click here to see information about including other media. 

https://knowledgehub.group/
http://www.popcenter.org/library/awards/tilley.cfm?browse=abstracts
http://www.popcenter.org/library/awards/goldstein/
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I am not able to submit my application online – what should I do? 

 You can download a word document application form from our website or email us at 
Tilley_Awards@southyorks.pnn.police.uk and we will send this form to you via email. You 
can then return your application to this address. 

Do I have a guaranteed place at the National Problem Solving Conference? 

 No, unfortunately not. Submitting a Tilley Awards application does not guarantee you a 
place at the National Problem Solving Conference.  
 
We reserve x10 places for the category winners (two places per project) which will be 
announced on Monday 18th January 2021 however, we recommend booking a place in 
advance to avoid disappointment.  
 
You can email Problem_Solving_Conference@southyorks.pnn.police.uk to register your 
interest in this event. 

Can I submit my application if it does not follow the SARA model? 

 Yes, we appreciate that some partner organisations may follow different problem solving 
models. You can submit a project that does not follow the SARA model provided you can 
demonstrate the four stages of SARA have been included. 

I submitted last year and was unsuccessful, can I submit again?  

 Yes, provided you can prove that additional work or further assessment has been conducted 
since your last entry. 

How will I know that you have received my application form? 

 We will send you a receipt upon receiving your application within 1-2 working days. If you 
have not received a confirmation email within this time, please contact the programme 
team. 

When will I find out if I have been successful? 

 We will be announcing the shortlisted finalists on Monday 14th December 2020. We will 
email the application author if you have been successful or unsuccessful so please ensure 
the contact details on your application form are accurate.  
 

 We will contact shortlisted category finalists via email on Monday 18th January 2021 to 
inform you if you have been successful or unsuccessful.  
 

 Category winners will present their projects at the National Problem Solving Conference in 
February 2021. The overall winner will then be announced at the Tilley Awards Gala Dinner. 

 

mailto:Tilley_Awards@southyorks.pnn.police.uk
mailto:Problem_Solving_Conference@southyorks.pnn.police.uk

